{}
WATER UTILITIES

SOUTHERN STRATEGIC SUPPORT SCHEME SEWAGE TREATMENT WORKS | Bristol Water
With only a 6 week survey window and 2 weeks' notice, B&V planned and undertook HSI and eDNA or population surveys of 190 ponds to ensure no delay to the 2016 construction programme of a 36 km pipeline. Use of GIS enabled live records of landowner details and survey results, minimising reporting time.

HABITAT CREATION AND ENHANCEMENT

KILNSEA WETLANDS RESTORATION | Environment Agency
Evaluation and development of a 43 hectare wetland site, providing expert advice on how coastal processes would impact on Natura 2000 features. Shortlisted for an EA Project Excellence 2012 award and 2015 CIEEM Large Scale Nature Conservation Award (Commended). Stakeholder engagement to engender a common purpose. A recent blog from a member of the public: ‘…The new car park and footpath round the wetlands is brilliant. Very impressed!’

DONNA NOOK MANAGED REALIGNMENT | Environment Agency
Design of a 110-hectare intertidal habitat on the Humber Estuary. Included ecological enhancements; creation of natterjack toad and water voles habitat and dune restoration. Prepared birdstrike management plan, undertook full protected species, wintering and breeding bird surveys, Ecological Impact Assessment and planning application.

FAIRBOURNE FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT SCHEME | Natural Resources Wales
A fluvial and tidal flood alleviation scheme partly with Snowdonia National Park and a SAC. Scheme incorporated flood storage, coastal re-alignment, new channels, habitat creation and improvements to existing defences; our design and restoration of the borrow area won the 2015 CIEEM Small Scale Nature Conservation Award. B&V provided the environmental assessment and planning application.

ECOLOGICAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT & BREEAM

NOTTINGHAM TRENT LEFT BANK FLOOD ALLEVIATION SCHEME | Environment Agency
Production of Ecology chapter within an Environmental Statement for a 27 km flood defence scheme. To mitigate for impacts on a SSSI, B&V designed and managed more than 6 hectares of compensatory wetland habitat creation. Other ecological enhancements included construction of floating otter holt and new water control structures for water level management.
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DOLGELLAU FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT SCHEME | Natural Resources Wales
In addition to on-site ECW supervision during the construction of flood defences through Dolgellau town centre, a B&V licensed bat ecologist prepared a protected species mitigation license application, including survey interpretation and detailed method statement followed by on site supervision during construction and mitigation works.
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BARRATT HOUSING

JACK LAS HOUSING | Tata Steel
Ecological appraisals of various developments across the steel works site. Grassland translocation, Habitats Regulations screening assessment, protected species survey and enhancement measures were undertaken and BREEAM assessments carried out.
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